On campuses that concerts have failed in recent trend of procedures to attract more concert—advertising and ticket-selling programs. The plan has yet to obtain official approval of the dean's letter. The only major difference between the current and the proposed method of advertising is the permission to publicize events beyond a "regional Arubian." It was felt by both the dean and Hoffman that B.A.D and other college-oriented newspapers would insure a predominately college aged audience and decrease the number of high schoolers attending. For the first time, a timetable has been prescribed by which tickets are to be sold. Ticket sales up to ten days before the event are limited to the MIT and Wellesley companies and may be extended to include the Harvard Co-op if the proposal, forty percent of the tickets may be sold at Harvard. As an incentive to MIT students, "persons wishing to buy a ticket or pair of tickets and presenting as MIT I.D must be given a discount of 25 to 50 per ticket." It has also been stipulated that any PROUBLIC passport carry the phrase "No tickets sold at door.
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